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Introduction to the Special Issue

It is widely accepted that advances in information technology (IT) will generate new opportunities when suppliers, business partners and customers work together to co-create and co-produce value. Studies point to the advantages that accrue when supply chain members share information in real time (Frohlich & Westbrook, 2002), describing how different companies in a supply chain, with different IT, can coordinate activities to create new value that would not have been possible on their own (Grover & Kohli, 2012, p.226). Reported examples of value creation based on IT are found in the use by Motorola and national mobile retailers of collaborative planning forecasting and replenishment tools that are used to gain more in-depth supply chain visibility—ensuring that shelves are fully stocked and inventory levels for leftover parts are reduced (Cederlund, Kohli, Sherer, & Yao, 2007). Seven (7)-Eleven Japan used 70,000 interconnected point-of-sale terminals in stores, and computers at headquarters and supplier sites to capture real-time information and to track inventory and weather patterns. This data provided greater supply chain transparency, enabling store owners to strategically stock and price items thus changing the nature of retailing in Japan (Nagayama & Weill, 2004).

However, the hypothesis that greater investment in IT will generate business value requires caution. In a provocative Harvard Business Review article titled “IT Doesn’t Matter”, Nicholas Carr (2003) argued that it is a mistake to believe IT alone will create strategic value because the core functions of IT—data storage, data processing, and data transport—are neither scarce nor unaffordable. Gaining an advantage over rivals is based on having or doing something that others cannot do: Palmer and Markus (2000) claim that IT has become so institutionalized in firms that it no longer serves to differentiate firm performance as it once did. This research implies that the mere possession of IT is unlikely to generate business value. Rather, IT creates value when
information—frequently produced by IT infrastructure—is used to support complementary organizational and human resources (Coltman & Devinney, 2013; Coltman, Devinney, & Midgley, 2011).

The focus of this special issue is to extend our understanding of how firms in a supply chain create and capture business value with IT. Managing the inter- and intra-organizational information systems (IS) required to support supply chain management (SCM) is difficult. Contractual hazards arise when upstream and downstream partners make asset-specific investments under conditions of uncertainty (Williamson, 1985). Contracting with suppliers requires parties to agree on common protocols and standards that govern data exchange. Behavioral challenges arise when suppliers behave opportunistically (Jap & Anderson, 2003) or fail to prioritize the work that is required to support supply chain innovation. Thus, collaboration between supply chain stakeholders to create and capture value from IT is a challenge. This special issue seeks to contribute to this discussion.

The remainder of this introduction is structured as follows. First, the concept of business value is discussed. Second, a review is provided of the IT business value literature in the journal Production Planning & Control: The Management of Operations: this literature is grouped into three types of business value: transactional, strategic, and transformational. The review justifies the importance of this special issue by highlighting the dearth of research on the topic in this journal. Lastly, future research directions are provided and this introduction concludes with a guide to the papers in this special issue.

**Business Value: A Definition**

The term “business value” crops up frequently in the business literature. However, despite the practical requirement to demonstrate value from investments in expensive resources, such as IT,
the business value construct is poorly understood. Lepak, Smith and Taylor (2007, p.180) conclude in their paper that there is “little consensus on what value creation is or on how it can be achieved”. They argue that “value creation depends on the relative amount of value that is subjectively realized by a target user (or buyer) who is the focus of value creation” (p. 182). According to this definition, concepts of value, value creation, and value capture are context-dependent.

Given the contextual nature of value and the focus of this special issue, the natural question to ask is: what exactly is the meaning of IT-derived value in a supply chain context? Information technology (IT) is a resource and, while considerable attention has been given to the possession of resources that are rare, valuable, imperfectly immutable, and imperfectly substitutable (Barney, 1991), far less attention has been given to what makes these resources valuable in the first instance. Using the resource-based perspective to ground their study, Bowman and Ambrosini (2000) define a theory of value that distinguishes between value creation—the perceived-use value that is subjectively assessed by the customer—and value capture—the exchange value that is the price paid for the use value created. These two dimensions of value help to explain why idiosyncratic supply chain configurations can allow particular organizations to offer greater use value than their competitors, thereby enabling these same organizations to capture above-average profits.

In a supply chain, the use value created by one firm can be captured by another firm which is in a better market position or has a better strategy. This complicates matters because the most efficient operation cannot be judged according to the firm’s own profit (Carson, Timothy, Grahame, & George, 1999). Performance by any one firm in a supply chain affects the profits of all firms in the ecosystem, and institutional arrangements, which consist of contracting,
ownership, and social elements, tie together the joint profits in a supply chain. Thus, any firm in a supply chain can “capture more, the same or less value than the one it helps create”. Thus, the nature of value creation in a supply chain makes the business case for technology investment more difficult when, for example, an upstream supplier incurs the costs for radio frequency identification tags that will often provide most use value to firms downstream in the supply chain. Complementary investments, risk allocation, capability building, adoption, absorption, and incentives are well-known challenges for collaborating organizations (Grover & Kohli, 2012).

The concept of value co-creation—by multiple stakeholders including competitors, suppliers, customers, and users—is a fundamental concept in all service domains such as SCM (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). According to the service-dominant logic literature, value creation is grounded in a “commitment to collaborative processes with customers, partners, and employees; a logic that challenges management at all levels to be of service to all stakeholders; a perspective that recognizes the organization and its exchange partners are engaged in the co-creation of value through reciprocal service provision” (Lusch, Vargo, & O’Brien, 2007, p. 7).

Pitelis (2009) argues that there is a trade-off between value creation and value capture. To him, the ability of a firm to create value should depend on its ability to establish interactions between the key determinants of value creation, which include innovation, human resource capabilities, appropriate business strategy and infrastructure, and the availability of physical and financial capital. Thus, value is a multidimensional construct: for the purposes of this introduction, three dimensions of “business value” are investigated. These three dimensions—transactional, strategic, and transformational value—have previously been found to explain the differential effects of IT on business value at the firm level (Gregor, Martin,
Fernandez, Stern, & Vitale, 2006; Mirani & Lederer, 1998). The next section presents a review of what is known about IT-based value creation and value capture in SCM based on published papers in Production Planning & Control: The Management of Operations.

Descriptive Summary of the Role of IT in the Production Planning & Control Journal

Before addressing what is not known about IT-based value, it is important to take stock of what is currently known. To achieve this, we reviewed all articles published in Production Planning & Control between January 2009 and June 2014. The identified papers discussed a broad range of issues regarding the functional use of IT (e.g., from advanced manufacturing to mobile technologies); the level in the organization (e.g., firm, department, and strategic business unit); and the outcomes of IT investment and adoption (e.g., benefits of implementing and using IT in product designs, advanced technologies for manufacturing operations, and supply chain partners). To classify the papers, we used the three dimensions of IT business value proposed by Gregor et al. (2006): transactional, strategic, and transformational. A detailed description of the methodology used to support this review is provided in Appendix A.

Insights from the literature review

Our literature review identified 12 relevant articles. In terms of the distribution of articles according to the dimensions of IT business value, the highest number of articles identified relates to the “transactional” dimension of IT business value (40%), followed by the “strategic” dimension with 33%, and finally the “transformational” dimension of IT business value with 27% of published articles.

The distribution of articles based on sectors reveals that the vast majority of articles published on IT business value are from the service sector (42%, or five articles). This probably
highlights the importance of the service sector in the current digital economy. Two (2) articles were concerned with the public sector (17%), followed by the manufacturing sector (one article, 8%). Finally, one article (8%) dealt with multiple industries. We were unable to identify the sector of three articles (25%).

The distribution of articles based on the research approach used is presented in Appendix B. The results from the table clearly show that the most common approach employed in the reviewed papers was case studies (six articles, 50%), followed by survey studies (three articles, 25%), and a combination of both questionnaire and mathematical modelling (one article, 8%). Only one article (8%) used experimental design as the primary research method, while another article “Advanced planning and scheduling technology” (Steger-Jensen et al. 2011) used mathematical modelling (8%). A summary of key findings is also presented in Table 1 in Appendix B. We next discuss each dimension of business value according to Gregor et al.’s (2006) classification framework.

**Discussion on Business Value of IT for Selected Articles**

**Transactional Business Value**

Transactional business value refers to the benefits added to firms as a result of IT use through enhancing operation management, improving efficiency, and cutting costs for firms (Mirani & Lederer, 1998). The transactional nature of value creation is illustrated in the study by Oztekin et al. (2013) where they applied Kansei engineering. This approach, encompassing customers’ feelings into the product design, was conducted on a sample of Turkish firms. Results revealed that mobile devices were used in the product design stages to meet customer expectations and increase sales. Others have looked at the alignment of IT with business strategy. For example, Santa et al. (2013) show that alignment between technological innovation (service
quality, information quality, and system quality) and operational effectiveness (cost, quality, reliability, flexibility, and speed) increases operational efficiency of service firms in Australia. Similarly, in their study in the Netherlands, Plugge and Bouwman (2012) explored the fit between IT outsourcing capabilities and organizational structure and the impact that this had on sustainable IT outsourcing performance from the suppliers’ perspective. The findings of the study revealed that suppliers who emphasized fit were more capable of monitoring when they had achieved a sustainable performance. Their study provides further evidence that the offshore supplier and the global supplier can both achieve fit by aligning sourcing capabilities and organizational structures. In this case, both suppliers were able to improve performance.

Transactional business value from IT arises in both private and public sectors. Maguire et al. (2012) used two case studies in Greece to show that information and communications technology (ICT) provides many benefits for the public sector, illustrating how the service productivity of the public sector is improved with the implementation of ICT. These benefits include enabling better communication between departments in the government sector; facilitating electronic data exchange; ensuring timely and updated information for the introduction of new laws; and reducing time for file processing. Consequently, introducing technology-based government services, interactive citizen services, and improved data management services (incorporating accuracy, integrity, privacy, and data warehousing) was possible.

Studies have explored IT business value from other perspectives, such as the supply chain perspective. Ganotakis, Hsieh and Love (2012) showed that information systems (IS) adoption in Taiwan enhanced information sharing, not only with supply chain members, but also with external parties. The study also revealed that IS adoption enabled smooth inter-firm communication and information sharing, and assisted in intra-firm information. Lin and Ho
(2012) investigated the implementation of the collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment (CPFR) model for electronic collaboration among supply chain partners in the Taiwanese pharmaceutical and medical industries. Their study produced many CPFR benefits. Accordingly, the CPFR model enhanced medical service quality and avoided inefficient purchases and waste of valuable medical resources. Moreover, the model assisted firms in reducing shipping costs, saving stock space and paper use, promoting service quality, and reducing shortage, urgent order rates, and delivery time.

**Strategic Business Value**

Strategic business value arises when firms change either their strategy (the way a firm operates) or their products using IT to gain competitive advantages, as well as providing better products and services to customers than their competitors. Oztekin et al. (2013) revealed that innovative product design using mobile technology enabled decision makers to create competitive advantage and improve customer relationships. Bortolotti and Romano (2012) also confirmed the role of IT and automation in lean management specifically in the service industry context in Italy. Their study showed that lean management was a good candidate to apply in service sectors such as the banking industry, where automation and digitalization are essential. Nevertheless, managers need to achieve synergies using ICT to gain competitive advantage and improve customer service. In their conceptual paper, Steger-Jensen et al. (2011) investigated whether using advanced planning and scheduling (APS) was complementary to the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for supply chain planning and optimization. Their study showed that APS enabled firms to optimize their plans according to their financial and strategic objectives, while solving the capital budgeting problem. Maguire et al. (2012) reported the numerous strategic benefits of ICT adoption for the public sector. These benefits include
providing better customer care to citizens; reducing bureaucracy; promoting e-government activities and strategic interconnectedness of case departments with other government information systems (IS) (i.e., easy data exchange with other government departments); and improving human resource allocations.

**Transformational Business Value**

Transformational business value refers to the changes in structure and capacity of a firm as a result of investment in IT, which can add value through better capacity and therefore benefit the firm in the future. A significant body of the relevant literature demonstrates that organizations receive benefits in many forms (e.g., Caniato, Longoni, & Moretto, 2012; Lewis, Åhlström, Yalabik, & Mårtensson, 2012; Maguire, et al., 2012; Smith, Ng, & Maull, 2012). These benefits include enabling firms to simplify the business process by restructuring the internal organizational process and innovatively performing tasks. Lewis et al.’s (2012) case study explored the implementation of the advanced manufacturing technology model in a government-owned TV channel in Sweden. They found that implementing digital TV programs enabled news presenters, editors, and journalists to not only build capability and perform their tasks in a new manner, but also increased the transferability of the technology through mature hardware and software (e.g., all servers run a Silicon Graphics’ UNIX variant). The large database, operational effectiveness, and non-proprietary software also enabled schedule visibility for all broadcasts and programs of the new media management system with efficient and effective search capability at reduced connectivity costs.

To understand the electronic procurement (e-procurement) system implementation in various Italian firms, Caniato et al. (2012) showed that e-procurement enabled value-added activities in the purchasing department during the pre-implementation stage. The benefits of
e-procurement included increased user satisfaction; decision support; spending control and empowerment; supply base rationalization; improved communication and transparency; and increased effectiveness in the entire purchasing process. Furthermore, the adoption of e-procurement enabled employees to manage clerical activities more competently, reduced maverick purchasing and lead times, streamlined the process, and automated non-value-added activities. In addition, companies enjoyed the post-implementation benefits of e-procurement, such as comprehensive spending analysis, higher control and transparency in the transaction process, and more time for strategic and tactical activities in procurement divisions.

Smith et al. (2012) explored the dynamic configuration of resources (i.e., people, technology, organizations, and shared information) that created and delivered value through services between the provider and the customer. They found the following three value propositions and transformations in equipment-based services. The first value proposition is the recovery value proposition cycle, which ensures smooth production by reducing the possibility of minimum disruption when equipment fails. The value cycling is related to material transformation (i.e., the material processing operation). The second value proposition type is the availability value proposition cycle, which ensures the maximum availability of equipment with minimum downtime. This value proposition is related to information transformation. The third value cycle is the outcome value proposition cycle, which ensures better capability for the outcome. This value proposition transformation is related to customer transformation. Accordingly, equipment sellers integrated the customer service system to provide constant advice on the best use of equipment in changing environmental conditions. The transformational benefits of IT adoption are also available for the public sector. Maguire et al. (2012) reported that internal process simplification and better workflow were the results of IT adoption in
Two studies have focused on the co-creation of business value (Holimchayachotikul, Derrouiche, Damand, & Leksakul, 2013; Maguire, et al., 2012). In an experimental study in France, Holimchayachotikul et al. (2013) introduced the concept of measuring value along the supply chain from a collaborative and balanced scorecard (BSC) perspective in the business-to-business (B2B) context. Their findings suggested that managers heavily utilized graphical analysis results to improve holistic performance. They measured value addition using four BSC perspectives (i.e., business process, partner perspective, financial, and joint innovation and learning). Maguire et al. (2012) reported that science-oriented service thinking facilitated the co-production of service productivity (e.g., between the service purveyor and the stakeholders involved).

**Future Research Directions**

Information technology (IT)-enabled business value provides a fascinating opportunity for future research. While the extant literature identifies IT business value as one of the key issues for IT academics and practitioners (Grover & Kohli, 2012; Kohli & Grover, 2008; Luftman & Kempaiah, 2008; Wang, Liang, Zhong, Xue, & Xiao, 2012), much is still unknown. The paucity of IT business value research in *Production Planning & Control: The Management of Operations*, as identified in the previous section, provides the motivation for the papers accepted in this special issue.

Increasingly fickle customer demands, pressures to shorten products lifecycle, and relentless cost pressures combine to place significant demands on the supply chain function. Thus, further research is required to investigate the dynamics of technology-based business networks and innovation ecosystems that can cope with the fast-changing world of the supply chain and
logistics. Being innovative, by using the internet and the myriad new technologies, such as radio frequency identification devices, hand-held scanners, and software applications, will help, but important questions remain regarding how organizations will deal with the challenges facing innovation ecosystems.

The impact of IT on organizations is visible in the proliferation of the outsourcing boom; cloud technologies; software-as-a-service (SaaS) architectures build on web service technologies; and the demand for seamless interoperability of products and information flows. Further research is required to assess the joint creation or co-creation of business value based on the tight alignment of IT. The prior quantitative studies of IT alignment are largely based on simple bivariate contingency relationships, such as environment/strategy and IT (Coltman, et al., 2011). This type of research ignores the reality that an organization’s competitive position is rarely attributed to a single resource or strategic orientation, important as IT may be. Scholars will require a more sophisticated way to accurately conceptualize and measure the true multidimensional nature of IT alignment in a supply chain context.

There is also a tendency among many models of fit to presume that operational managers make resource investment choices on the basis of a rational decision-making process. However, as we know from the marketing and strategy research, this is particularly problematic given the limits of managers and the strong biases that can cause actions to deviate from rationality (Lovallo & Kahneman, 2003). It is widely accepted that individual managers are cognitively limited and are subject to biases such as over-optimism, recency, exaggeration, and self-preservation. Why is it that the literature on business value and IT alignment does not appear to be constrained in the same way? From a supply chain perspective, the IT alignment literature needs to stop to ask what “type” of alignment is achievable among cognitively constrained
individuals operating in different parts of the supply chain. The question that arises is: why is it that the IT alignment literature is not constrained by the same biases and risk aversion that characterize behavioral theories of the firm?

The assessment of how business value is shared among a network of participating firms represents a significant and interesting research opportunity. There is a growing realization in supply chain thinking that inventory models are shifting. For example, much attention has previously been given to developing more sophisticated inventory models using technologies based on decision-theoretic logic. More recent approaches have placed emphasis on designing supply chains with virtually no inventory, based on real-time data and rapid replenishment practices. These practices are changing the rules of the game about who controls inventory ordering and releases in a network of participating firms.

Finally, the area of big data analytics (BDA) has emerged as a new frontier for the IT-enabled supply chain in either establishing competitive advantage or exploiting untapped opportunities (Goes, 2014). The ultimate challenge in this domain is to generate business value from the explosion of big data (Beath, Becerra-Fernandez, Ross, & Short, 2012). The term “value” in the context of big data implies generating economically worthy insights and/or benefits, by analyzing big data through extraction and transformation. Indeed, big data will have added value for business only if it generates a contribution margin, increases profitability, or enhances other non-financial performance (e.g., reduces delivery time or improves customer satisfaction). The extant literature reports that firms will be able to enhance value using big data from the IT-enabled supply chain in the form of financial and non-financial performance. For example, (Schroek, Shockley, Smart, Romero-Morales, & Tufano, 2012) found that Automercados Plaza’s grocery chain was able to earn a nearly 30% rise in revenue and a total of
US$7 million increase in profitability each year by implementing information integration throughout the organization. (Chandrasekaran, Levin, Patel, & Roberts, 2013) highlighted that a consumer goods firm was not only able to earn nearly US$400 million profit, but also improved their delivery timing from 97% to 99.5% over three to four years, by developing new algorithms that integrated near-real-time demand data with traditional techniques of forecasting. As shown by (Davenport, 2006), United Parcel Service (UPS) examines usage patterns and complaints data to accurately predict customer defections. Although these studies represent significant potential for BDA, some critical challenges exist with regard to data quality, analytics capability, the capturing of business value, and overall firm performance which can be investigated in future research.

As has been illustrated in this introduction, the three dimensions of business value—transactional, strategic, and transformational—provide a useful framework for assessing the full business benefits of IT. More research is needed particularly in the area of supply chain transformation in which the use value of IT depends on time-consuming investments in organizational change and results in new, often intangible, organizational assets. Research in the application of IT in the supply chain has a bright future and we look forward to forthcoming research on this topic, within the context of production planning and control.

**Guide to Papers in the Special Issue**

The papers in this special issue further develop current conceptualizations of IT-based value creation in the supply chain. The papers comprise seven stand-alone research articles.

The first paper, echoing the core theme of this special issue of the effect of IT on supply chain performance, is the article by Yu, titled “The effect of IT-enabled supply chain integration on performance” which extends supply chain research by conceptualizing and examining the
components and effects of the multidimensional supply chain integration concept.


In the third paper, “An empirical analysis of inter-organizational value co-creation in a supply chain: a process perspective” by Steven Ji-Fan Ren, Cai-hong Hu, E. W. T. Ngai, and Ming-Jian Zhou, the authors seek to identify the process and the mechanism of value co-creation and to realize the relational value. Their research model identifies bilateral idiosyncratic investment and resource inter-dependence as two important steps in the value co-creation process, as well as verifying the effects of value co-creation on partnership quality.

In the fourth paper, “Co-creating value in the automotive supply chain: an RFID application for processing finished vehicles” by Stefanie Herrmann, Helen Rogers, Marina Gebhard, and Evi Hartmann, the authors provide insights into a radio frequency identification (RFID) application and the subsequent distribution process of vehicles at a German car manufacturer. The paper illustrates how the exchange of real-time data in the distribution process leads to better capacity management at various stages along the supply chain and how RFID improves the process through enhanced visibility.

In the fifth paper, “Impact of information integration on decision making in a supply chain network” by Adarsh Kumar Singh and Ashish Garg, the authors address the influence of integrating information along supply chain networks in the supplier selection decision-making problem. The paper analyzes the impact of integrating information for stable and random orders on fulfilling the strategic objectives of the organization.
In the sixth paper, “A multi-mode critical chain scheduling method based on priority rules” by Wuliang Peng, Min Huang, and Hao Yongping, the authors evaluate the performances of priority rules for the critical chain project scheduling problem with multiple execution modes. Firstly, a multi-mode critical chain project scheduling problem (MCCPSP) is formulated in which the following factors are all considered: precedent relationships, resource constraints, multiple modes, and the characteristics of the critical chain method. Subsequently, the heuristic solution of the MCCPSP is designed, and the priority rules used in resource-constrained project scheduling problems (RCPSPs) are built into the heuristic of the MCCPSP. Finally, a large number of existing priority rules are evaluated on the Project Scheduling Problem Library (PSPLIB) datasets by computation experiments.

In the seventh paper, “Factors affecting selection decision of auto-identification technology in warehouse management: an international Delphi study”, by Hassan Mayadah, Ali Maged, Aktas Emel, and Alkayid Kholoud, the authors discuss the selection process of an example of automatic identification technology: radio frequency identification (RFID). The authors have synthesized the literature and identified the set of factors that affects the technology selection decision. Based on these factors, the authors have developed a multi-stage selection framework for auto-ID technology.
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Appendix A

The methodology followed a similar approach to that used by (Ngai & Wat, 2002) and Gable (2010). This methodology consisted of the following: (i) developing a classification framework; (ii) conducting a review of papers in the journal, *Production Planning & Control: The Management of Operations*, that dealt with the business value of IT using the descriptors “IT” or “information technology,” “e-business” or “electronic business,” and “BV” or “business value”; and (iii) classifying all identified articles. Our study’s scope was limited to one journal and focused only on articles published between 2009 and 2014.

Review techniques, scope of the review, time length, and justifications

The process helped to identify articles in the selected journal that dealt with issues related to the business value of IT. Articles regarding the business value of IT were emphasized. Such articles addressed various themes, including transactional, strategic, and transformational IT values. Initially, a trained research assistant was employed to use keywords in the search. As stated above, these keywords were “IT” or “information technology,” “e-business” or “electronic business,” and “BV” or “business value.” In the first phase, the obtained articles were slightly relevant, or not relevant, to the actual requirement of the study topic (i.e., the business value of IT). Each published article was consulted manually. Consequently, 13 complete articles with their references as published in the journal were downloaded. The references were managed through EndNote. The relevance of the downloaded articles was then checked by a co-author from the research team. One article was not considered further because the key researchers deemed that it was irrelevant to the scope of the current review.

The relevance of the articles was evaluated based on whether the themes could be linked to the business value of IT and on whether specific applications were relevant to the three types of
IT business value added to firms, in general, and any departments or units, in particular. This criterion was introduced to narrow down the scope of the search, thus avoiding potential duplications. Consequently, the study considered 12 relevant articles published between January 2009 and June 2014. Articles published from 2009 onwards were selected as this year marked the beginning of increasing attention toward the changes in firms’ traditional value creation process and the adoption of IT-based value creation. Articles published in 2014 were selected because the most recent studies likely to be addressed within this review were reported in this year.

This journal was specifically selected because it publishes academic articles in diverse management streams, including operation and production management, performance measurement, and management capping the flavor of information technology, and has played an authoritative role over the past decades.

The review methodology used in this study is consistent with that in the literature (Fosso Wamba, 2012; Guy, 2010). For instance, (Guy, 2010) reported on a review of articles published in The Journal of Strategic Information Systems up to 2009, while (Fosso Wamba, 2012) conducted a comprehensive review of the articles on RFID technology that were published between 1997 and 2011 in the Journal of Medical Systems. In addition to the classification of articles in terms of dimensions and settings, research methods were identified (Table 1). Consistent with the research approach followed by previous studies (e.g., Melville, Kraemer, & Gurbaxani, 2004), we excluded book reviews, conference papers, working papers, unpublished theses, brief editorials, and commentaries: only papers published in English were considered.

Considering the scope of the current review, we classified topics into three broader categories as follows: (a) transactional business value of IT; (b) strategic business value of IT; and (c) transformational business value creation of IT within firms. For the transactional business
value of IT, the review covers only studies that investigated and determined the transactional types of value creation (e.g., reduction of operational costs, improvement of workforce productivity, and improvement of financial returns) as a consequence of IT/IS adoption. The second category refers to articles in the journal which have identified the strategic benefits that have driven firms to use IT. Such benefits can create competitive advantages, provide better customer service than competitors, and align the firm’s IT strategy with its business strategy. The third category (i.e., transformational benefits of IT) was motivated by a better understanding of the development of IT research as evidenced in the literature beyond the first two categories: these types of IT benefits have recently been developed in the literature (Gregor, et al., 2006). Research on the transformational benefits of IT studies (if any) provides a clear illustration of why the use of IT either facilitates or impedes business value in any specific firm setting.

The review identified twelve relevant articles published between January 2009 and June 2014. The articles were classified according to three types of IT business value (i.e., transactional, strategic, and transformational); research methods (e.g., mathematical/analytic, survey, archival, experimentation, case/field study, and literature review, among others); and their settings (public sector, services, manufacturing, and others).
### Appendix B Summary of key findings of articles on business value of IT

#### Table 1 Summary of key findings of articles on business value of IT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of IT business value</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Scope of the study</th>
<th>Method used/context</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transactional            | Oztekin et al. (2013) | Applying Kansei engineering approach (encompassing customers’ feelings in the product design) to reflect customer choice and preference. | Experimental design, Turkey | Mobile technology used in product design stage to:  
- satisfy customer expectations and  
- To increase company’s sale. |
|                          | Santa et al. (2013) | Understanding alignment between technological innovation effectiveness (service quality, information quality and system quality) and operational effectiveness (cost, quality, reliability, flexibility and speed) for improving organizational (operational) performance | Survey, service sector, Australia | Technological innovation when aligned with operational effectiveness increase operational efficiency |
|                          | (Plugge & Bouwman, 2012) | Understanding the fit between the IT outsourcing capabilities and organisational structure on the sustainable IT outsourcing performance (from suppliers perspective) | Survey, suppliers in the Netherlands | Suppliers who focus on establishing a fit are more able to monitor when they achieve a sustainable performance |
|                          | (Maguire, et al., 2012) | To identify the customer co-production of a service as a solution to the difficulties in defining service productivity | Two case studies in Greek public sectors (Interviews) | Operational benefits of ICT:  
(a) Better communication between departments in government sector;  
(b) electronic data exchange (c) timely and updated information for new laws  
(d) less time to process file, interactive |
| (Lin & Ho, 2012) | The construction of a feasible Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) model for collaboration electronically in the pharmaceutical and medical industries | Taiwan, interview Service (Hospital industry) | CPFR model helps to enhance medical service quality and safeguard against inefficient purchase and waste of valuable medical resource. In addition to that other benefits include (i) reduce shipping costs, save stock space, save paper uses (ii) Promote service quality, reduce shortage rate, reduce urgent order rate and reduce delivery time. |
| (Ganotakis, et al., 2012) | To explore whether (1) cross-functional integration within a firm and the use of information systems (IS) that support information sharing with external parties can enhance integration across the supply chain (2) whether collaboration with customers, suppliers and other external parties leads to increased supply chain performance (measured through new product development and introduction of new processes) | Taiwan, manufacturing sectors, survey | 1. The adoption of IS that enhance information sharing not only with members of the supply chain but also with other external parties  
2. The adoption of IS enables inter-firm communication and information sharing and assist in intra-firm communication. |
<p>| Strategic | Applying Kensei engineering approach (encompassing customer’s feelings into the product design) to reflect customer choice and preference. | Experimental design, Turkey | Mobile technology is used in product design stage so as to create competitive advantage. -To improve customer relationship |
| (Oztekin, et al., 2013) | Use of advanced planning &amp; scheduling (APS) supplementing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) | Experimental approach, conceptual study | APS enables firms to optimise plans in accordance with financial and strategic objectives of firms. - To solve capital budgeting problem. |
| (Steger-Jensen, et al., 2011) | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Bortolotti &amp; Romano, 2012)</td>
<td>Understanding the role of IT and automation in lean management in the specific context of service industry</td>
<td>Case study, interview, Italy service industry</td>
<td>The key findings are lean management could be applied in services (e.g. banks) in where automation and digitalisation is essential. Managers need to obtain synergies using ‘Information and communication technology (ICT) so as to gain a competitive advantage and improve customer service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Holimchayachotikul, et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Introduced the concept of measuring value added along the supply chain from a collaborative perspective and integrating BSC perspective (B2B context)</td>
<td>Questionnaire and mathematical modelling, France</td>
<td>The key findings are managers powerfully utilise the graphical analysis results to provide the holistic performance improvement. Value addition is measured via four perspectives of balanced scorecard (BSC), such as business process, partner perspective, financial, and innovative and learning’s. Furthermore, the paper suggests to measure value added of SC from a collaborative perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>To understand a dynamic configuration of resources (people, technology, organisations and shared information) that create and deliver value between the provider and the customer through service</td>
<td>Interview, service industry, MNC.</td>
<td>Three types of value propositions and three types of transformation are reported in the study: 1. Recovery value proposition cycle so as to ensure (which ensure minimum disruption when equipment fails (material transformation) smooth production. 2. Availability value proposition cycle so as to ensure maximum availability of equipment (Information transformation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire, et al., 2012</td>
<td>To identify the customer co-production of a service as a solution to the difficulties in defining service productivity</td>
<td>Restructuring and simplifications of internal process and all work flow.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, et al., 2012</td>
<td>Implementing advanced manufacturing technology (AMT) model in Government owned TV channel</td>
<td>Implementation of digital TV programs enable news presenter, editors, journalist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case study, interview, Sweden</td>
<td>1. to build capability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. To perform their task in a new way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. By selecting mature hardware and software (e.g. all servers run a Silicon Graphics Unix variant) SVT effectively increased the transferability of the underlying technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Media management system enables schedule visibility for all broadcasts, with efficient and effective search capability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Implementing Large central data base reduce connectivity cost down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Implementing server and non-proprietary softwares reduce operational dependency upon specialist staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caniato, et al., 2012</td>
<td>Understanding implementation of e-procurement system in various firms</td>
<td>1. Organisational benefits: eProcurement enables a strategic role of the Purchasing department oriented to value-added activities. These benefits include increase in user satisfaction, decisional support, spending control and empowerment, supply base rationalisation, increase in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
better communication and transparency and above all increase effectiveness in whole purchasing

2. Process benefits: eProcurement enables to manage clerical activities more efficiently, maverick buying reduction and process streamlining, lead time reduction, automation of non-value added activities.

3. Post-implementation benefits:
Higher level of spending analysis in a rigorous way; Higher control and transparency in transaction process; more time dedicated to strategic and tactical activities